WUSTL Key
Your WUSTL Key is your Login ID and password for use of University systems. You can manage your account at http://connect.wustl.edu

O365
Office 365 is a set of advanced email and collaboration tools including calendaring and skype. Each user is provided with 50GB mailbox. Find more information at http://email.wustl.edu

File Storage & Collaboration
Washington University in St. Louis has partnered with Internet2 to provide WUSTL Box. It allows you to easily share and collaborate across the campus and the world. It provides unlimited data storage (HIPAA/FERPA compliant) and video streaming for all current faculty, staff and students. Login at https://box.wustl.edu

Web Publishing Platform
Sites is WUSTL’s self-service Web publishing platform, designed to give you a fast and easy way to independently create and manage your personal or lab website at no cost. Learn more at http://sites.wustl.edu

Learning Management System
Blackboard is a Web-based learning management system (LMS) designed to support fully online courses or provide a space for face-to-face course supplementation. Features include: multimedia content, virtual meeting space, surveys, assessments, grade centers, messaging and email services, discussion boards, shared calendars. Find more at http://bb.wustl.edu

Desktop Backup
WUSTL has chosen CrashPlan, available through Software Licensing, for desktop backups. An annual license of $100 provides unlimited storage for up to 4 individual devices – Windows, OS X, or Linux. Data is encrypted, and WUSTL holds the encryption keys. Users can restore their own data.

Cloud Computing
WUSTL has negotiated enterprise agreements with Azure, Amazon, and Google to provide discounted access to computing resources in those services. WUIT provides account management and billing; Engineering IT can provide support and consulting services – contact support@seas.wustl.edu

Printing
The Engineering school provides multiple ways for students to print wirelessly, from a lab, or by swiping your id card at a Print release station. We also have poster printing available to all faculty, students and staff.

Computing Lab Information and Scheduling
There are 16 computer labs that may be scheduled for teaching throughout the Engineering school. Find more information at http://engineering.wustl.edu/eit

Academic Software
128 applications are available to students enrolled in Engineering classes, and can be made available in our labs, or, depending on licensing, directly to students.

Remote Desktop Services
This system provides both single application and full desktop experiences to users from multiple high-performance servers which pool user sessions in a single, shared environment.

A/V & Recording Services
There are multiple solutions available to facilitate remote presentations and online education.

CONTACT ENGINEERING IT
support@seas.wustl.edu
314-935-5097
http://engineering.wustl.edu/eit